
What Does Agenda 47 Mean 
for Young Families

Go to lpac.co/ag47 for more

Before globalization destroyed our economy, families of four or five or more
could comfortably support their household on one income! 

 
Free-trade, anti-growth green policies, and speculation have eliminated most of the

manufacturing jobs which provided that kind of income, while simultaneously causing
prices to skyrocket.

 

Agenda 47 will restore the ability of families, especially young
families, to have a decent standard of living on one income.
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Donald Trump has pledged “A Quantum Leap to 
Revolutionize the American Standard of Living.” 

 

https://www.donaldjtrump.com/agenda47

 
His America First trade policy, which includes universal base-line tariffs, will

bring manufacturing back to the United States. 
 

His Strategic National Manufacturing Initiative, will make America “the world’s
unparalleled Manufacturing Superpower” and “will revitalize our forgotten

communities by turning them into flourishing hives of industry.”
 

The construction of 10 “Freedom” Cities will provide both opportunities for
productive work, and new, safe environments to raise a family. 

 

Bring prices down by: 1. making us energy independent with fossil fuels and
nuclear, 2. reshoring vital aspects of our economy, 3. stopping bailouts and

wasteful spending, 4. ending the enormous costs of forever wars.. 
 

“Baby Bonuses” to encourage family formation, because we need more people!
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